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What then is time? If no one asks me, I know what it is. 
If I wish to explain it to him who asks, I do not know. 
Confessions, Saint Augustin
Such was the view of the 4th century philosopher. We all have a very precise idea 
of time without always being able to explain it. We share a temporal perception of 
what surrounds us and we organise our stories according to “before” and “after” and 
“once upon a time”. Our lives are measured by chronological signs: the seasons, the 
date, the hour, even fractions of seconds.  What is the source of these cycles, these 
calendars of which we are often willing prisoners? 
This exhibition sets out to show several ways of looking at time. The overarching 
framework is set by astronomy and the solar system which govern daily and 
seasonal rhythms. Ingenious methods of time measurement have flowed from 
observations of these systems – sundials, sandglasses and clocks – and subtle sub-
divisions into years, months and days. Some emblematic objects demonstrate the 
diversity of cultural choices in devising these sub-divisions: from the time of others 
to that of the French revolutionaries who tried to make time metric.
There is also subjective time: time which sometimes seems very long or very short 
depending perhaps on the extent of our boredom or our passion. 
So … is time a natural or man-made phenomenon, or an imperative? 
It’s not a bad idea to ask ourselves this question, from time to time …. 
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THE SUN AND THE SEASONS
Turn the handle to progress through the year and observe the height of the sun in 
the sky. Are the shadows longer in summer or winter?
Is there another month in which the shadows are the same length as in March?
Press the button to choose the time: 8 o’clock in the morning/mid-day/4 o’clock in 
the afternoon.
Of course, the position of the sun in the sky varies according to the hour of day but 
it also varies according to the time of year. In prehistoric times, people watched our 
star in order to orient themselves on a day or in a year.
Sundials give solar time according to the position of the shadow of a fixed object; 
some also indicate the season according to the length of the shadow.
Architects manipulate light: oblique in winter it illuminates and heats interiors, 
more direct in summer it is deflected by overhanging roofs.
THE SUN AND THE EARTH
Turn the handle and watch the movements of the earth around the sun.
 One day = one rotation of the earth on itself.
 One year = one rotation of the earth around the sun.
 In one year, the earth rotates on itself 365 and one quarter times.
The rhythm of people’s lives are based on those of nature: the rotation of the earth 
around its axis gives day and night; the movement of the earth around the sun 
governs the waltz of the seasons; the movement of the moon around the earth 
produces the phases of the moon as well as of the tides.
Until the Renaissance, the universe had been shown as moving around a stationary 
earth. It was not until Copernicus and then Galileo that our planet lost its privileged 
status as the centre of the world and became a planet turning around the sun like 
any other.
TO THE RYTHM OF THE MOON
Turn the cylinder and look between the slats.
The moon “comes alive” and changes shape from crescent to full and back to 
crescent again. It goes through this cycle every 29 days or so (every 29 days, 12 
hours and 44 minutes to be precise): the time it takes to circle the earth.
For a very long time, the moon was man’s first natural clock even though its rhythm 
does not coincide with that of the seasons. In 4000 BC, the Egyptians abandoned 
the moon and turned to the sun because they had noticed that the Nile floods 
occurred regularly at the same period every 365 days or so, that is, the length of 
a solar year. However, the moon continues to influence certain civilisations and 
religions. Muslims measure the year in lunar months.  Christians fix the date of 
Easter on the first Sunday after the full moon which follows the spring equinox.
THE TIME OF …
Atomic time
A second rhymes with atomic vibrations
The second is the fundamental unit of time measurement. A second was historically 
defined in relation to the rotation of the earth on itself, then in relation to the 
earth’s rotation around the sun. A second was officially 86,400th of a solar day, so 
31,556,925.9747th of a solar year. But the earth is not a very good clock: its rotation 
accelerates sometimes and slows down at others. In addition, the time it takes 
to travel around the sun varies because of the influence of the moon and other 
planets.
In the era of space flight and global positioning by satellite, this lack of precision 
became a problem. So much so that, in 1967, the second was redefined on the basis 
of a much more precise natural phenomenon: the vibration frequency of atoms of 
caesium nested in the heart of an atomic clock. Extremely stable, the clock varies 
less than one second every 300’000 years!
Caesium tube of an atomic clock, Federal Meteorological Office, Bern or Oscilloquartz SA, 
Neuchâtel
Star time
Stars, the hands of the celestial clock
Invented by the ancient Greeks then improved by Arab scholars, the astrolabe is a 
complex multi-functional instrument. One of its main functions is to calculate the 
time during the day as well as the night according to the height of the sun and 
certain stars in the sky.
Also called a star dial, the nocturlabe (or nocturnal clock) was used in the past 
by sailors to tell the time at night when they were at sea.The clock is calibrated 
according to the apparent movement of the stars of the Ursa Major (called the 
Plough or Big Dipper or Great Bear) and the Ursa Minor (Little Dipper) around the 
North Star (the fixed point in the sky which the other stars appear to circle once 
every 24 hours).
Astrolabe and nocturlabe, History of Science Museum 
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Sailors’ time
Clocks for finding the way at sea
It was necessary to wait until the 18th century before the first reliable marine 
chronometers were invented in England and France and ships were finally able to 
locate their position at sea. Carefully protected in the captain’s cabin, these clocks 
showed the time at the port of departure for the whole length of the voyage.  
By comparing the time shown on the clock with the local time (gauged by the 
height of the sun in the sky measured with the help of a sextant), a ship’s captain 
was able to calculate longitude. The absence of this measurement had, up until 
then, prevented accurate determination of a ship’s position at sea.
Marine chronometer and sextant, Museum of Watchmaking and Enamels, Geneva; Museum 
of the History of Science, Geneva
Sun time
A shadow to measure the passing of the day
The first sundials were simply made of a stick fixed into the ground which cast a 
shadow indicating the path of the sun in the sky. As the centuries passed, a wide 
range of models were developed. In order to read the time, some models must be 
oriented in a north-south direction while others must be facing towards the sun. 
But the basic technique remains the same: time is determined by the shadow cast 
by a fixed object placed on a surface appropriately marked to show the hours.
Sundials, History of Science Museum
Waiting time
A flow of sand to count the minutes
Nowadays, we rarely use sandglasses (or hourglasses); perhaps to time brushing 
our teeth or for certain board games. However, until the 18th and even the 19th 
century, these instruments were very widely used for measuring time. Robust, 
accurate and cheap, they signalled the times for prayer in monasteries, for example, 
or the duration of the arguments for the defence before a court. Sandglasses were 
also used as navigation instruments. They enabled sailors to calculate the speed 
of the ship and therefore the distance travelled since leaving port. Sandglasses 
began to fall out of use after clocks and watches became more accurate and less 
expensive to buy.
Sand glasses, History of Science Museum, Geneva
Reaction time 
Measuring a nerve impulse
Around 1840, the Neuchâtelois clockmaker Mathias Hipp, invented a chronometer 
capable of measuring intervals of about one thousandth of a second. Initially used 
by the military to measure the speed of projectiles, the chronoscope became the 
favourite instrument of psychologists at the turn of the 20th century.They were used 
to measure the reaction times of subjects undergoing various tests in experimental 
psychology projects. An electrical signal triggers and stops the measure.
Chronoscope, Museum of the History of Science, Geneva
Geological time
Ammonites, fossils and geological clocks
These fossils, distant cousins of the squids we know, are much-appreciated by 
palaeontologists because they help to date the strata in which they are found. 
During their presence on earth – between 350 million and 65 million years ago – 
ammonites evolved extremely rapidly into very diverse forms. Over 10,000 species 
have already been identified.  
By comparing different fossils with each other as well as with the geological strata in 
which they were found, palaeontologists have been able to map out a genealogical 
chart of the generations of ammonites which have lived on earth. They can thus 
calculate the age of a sedimentary rock to within 200,000 years (very precise in 
relation to geological time) according to the presence of a specific ammonite 
species.
Ammonite, Natural History Museum, Geneva
Revolutionary time
A metric calendar for the revolution
Wishing to break with the past, the French revolutionaries adopted a new calendar 
in 1793.  The year began at the autumn equinox and was divided into 12 months of 
30 days each with the addition of 5 extra days – the “sans-culotides”.
The months were named either after an agricultural activity (Vendémiaire, the 
grape harvest) or a meteorological phenomenon (Brumaire, misty). Months became 
3 “decades” of 10 days.  
The revolutionaries also introduced a decimal system for measuring time. 
Henceforth, a day was 10 hours in length divided into 10 parts which were further 
divided into 10, and so on.  
These innovations were not very popular and were abandoned in 1795. The Repu-
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blican calendar was rejected by Napoleon who decided to return to the tried and 
tested Gregorian calendar which is still used today.
Republican calendar, Library of Geneva
Republican watches, Museum of Watchmaking and Enamels,Geneva
Archaeologists time
Using trees to date remains
Each year trees produce a new growth ring the width of which varies as a function 
of the climate (drought, rainfall, temperature, etc.). Dendrochronology, that is, 
counting and analysing the rings, can establish a reference growth curve for 
each species of tree in a region which may go back in time by hundreds and even 
thousands of years. By comparing a sample of wood from the remains of a house 
beam with the appropriate reference curve, archaeologists can determine the date 
when the tree used to make the beam was felled, and thus the probable age of a 
building.
The sections shown above come from a roof beam of the Chateau of Cugy in the 
Canton of Fribourg. Analysis has shown that the beam comes from a spruce tree 
which was felled probably between September 1806 and April 1807. The first ring 
in the centre of the beam dates from 1712.
Slices of beam from the Chateau de Cugy, Swiss Romand Dendrochronology Laboratory, 
Moudon 
Other peoples’ time
(MHS) Calendars from around the world
This stick, pierced with 7 holes fitted with wooden pegs, was used as a calendar by 
certain tribes in Gabon at the beginning of the 20th century. The holes probably 
correspond to the days of the week. The object is from the collection of Pastor 
Fernand Grébert, a missionary to Gabon between 1913 and 1932. Part of the 
collection is housed in the Ethnography Museum in Geneva.
Gabon calendar, Ethnography Museum, Geneva
(EdI) Calendars from around the world
This engraved bamboo calendar, from Bali in Indonesia, probably dates from the 
beginning of the 20th century. The months are represented by 12 blades divided 
into 30 squares each corresponding to a day.
Bali calendar, Ethnography Museum, Geneva
CLOCKTOWER TIME 
Observe the way the clock tower mechanism functions.
(MHS) The weight suspended at the end of the cord drives, via the clock train, a 
horizontal escapement (blue mark) which maintains the backward and forward 
movement of the balance (yellow mark) having replaced the original pallet.
This wrought iron clock, part of the collection at the Geneva Museum of Watchmaking 
and Enamels, comes from the Tuscan village of Montepescali in Italy. It was installed 
in the tower of a convent which later became a municipal building. An 800kg bell 
sounded the hours and quarter-hours. During a night of turmoil in 1555, the clock 
was stolen by troops serving the Spanish army and the Medicis. Initially taken to 
Florence, it was passed from one antique dealer to another before finally ending 
up in Geneva. Research is currently underway to determine the precise age of the 
clock which could date from the 15th century.
Tower clock, Geneva Museum of watchmaking and enamelling
(EdI)  This wrought-iron tower clock without bells, has a recoil escapement and a 
pendulum. It is not signed. The date of its construction is thought to be the end of 
the 17th or beginning of the 18th century. It has only one pointer or hand and has 
been modified by the addition of an iron arm of different provenance than the rest 
of the clock, to support the pendulum.
Tower clock, La Chaux-de-Fonds International Museum of watchmaking
THE PERPETUAL CALENDAR
Find out the day of the week on which you were born!
Move the month of your birth opposite to your year of birth.
Take care! For a Leap Year (underlined) you must choose the months 
(underlined) of January and February.
The day of your birth appears opposite your date of birth.
A year spans 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 45 seconds. It was Julius Caesar 
who proposed adding one extra day every four years in order to avoid too great 
a difference with the solar year. In French, this particular year of 366 days is called 
“bissextile” because it has two sixes. In English we call it a Leap Year. In spite of this 
ingenious system, the calendar is nonetheless out of phase (a year does not last for 
exactly 365.25 days but 365.24219) and Pope Gregory XIII made a correction of 11 
days in 1582.
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TIC TAC
To make the clock work, wind up the weight with the handle (green 
ball).
Gently push the weight with your hand: the blue pointer begins to move 
around the face jumping from second to second.
The first mechanical clocks were invented about 700 years ago. They enabled man 
to construct his own time, and especially to keep to it, thereby dispensing with 
exclusive reliance on the moon and the sun.  
This model demonstrates how a pendulum clock works. The weight drives the 
mechanism.  As it falls it unwinds the cord wound round a cylinder connected by a 
gear to the escapement mechanism. Composed of a kind of reverse anchor which 
blocks and then releases a toothed wheel, this mechanism has several functions: it 
breaks the fall of the weight, transmits the drive power to the pendulum to maintain 
its swinging movement, and allows the pointer to progress around the face step by 
step in the rhythm of the pendulum.
TIME FOR A JUMP 
Climb onto the round platform
Jump as high as you can
The display shows the length of time you were in the air
In this demonstration, the duration of your jump depends entirely on the speed 
of your body at the start. To improve your performance, work on your launch. If 
you reach a score of one second, consider launching your basketball career straight 
away!  
TIME FOR A GESTURE
Press on the mushroom then, as quickly as possible, put the game in the 
opposite colour (white in green or vice versa).
When you have finished, push on the mushroom again.
The display shows the time you needed to carry out the task.
Practice does of course improve this kind of performance.
Many tests have been developed to measure the effects of practice in humans. 
Some are designed to evaluate our short-term memory capacity while others, 
inspired by animal psychology, gauge our capacity to learn and repeat movements 
in specific situations such as, for example, opening containers with different kinds 
of fastenings.
REACTION TIME
Concentrate …
Press on the mushroom – the green lamp comes on.
When the red lamp lights up, press the mushroom as rapidly as possible. 
The display indicates the time that has passed between the appearance 
of the red light and the pressure on the mushroom.
When the lamp shines, the retina perceives the light and transfers the information 
to the brain via the optic nerve. The brain interprets the message and orders the 
hand to press the mushroom. This process takes a certain time which is entirely 
physiological and cannot be shortened. The time varies from one person to another 
and changes with age. From the instant when a car driver sees an obstacle to the 
moment when she begins to brake, about one second has passed.
PERCEIVED TIME 
This experiment tests the perception of time passing.
Put on the headset then press on the red mushroom to launch the film.
A ROBOT ON THE MOON
Using the joystick, control a robot which is in the History of Science 
Museum, Geneva / in the Espace des Inventions in Lausanne.
The buttons on the joystick control the time which elapses between 
sending an order and its execution. Can you sense the time lapse ?
No information can travel more quickly than light. However, while the speed of light is 
very fast (300,000km/s) the distance between two celestial bodies is itself very great. 
For example, if we were to control a robot on the moon, 2.5 seconds would elapse 
between the moment when the signal was given to move and the moment at which 
the movement would occur.
The time lapse to Mars, the planet closest to earth, would be up to 44 minutes!
Engineers working on space exploration must therefore design clever strategies to 
avoid losing control of their robots.
A LIFE TIME
Very, very short - lightening
During a thunderstorm, lightening lasts for only several thousandths of a second. 
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Retinal persistence, the capacity of the eye to preserve an image for an instant 
especially if it is luminous, allows this phenomenon to be perceived in spite of its 
extremely short life.
4 days - spermatozoa
After they have been released into the female genital apparatus, sperm have a life 
expectancy of  between 2 and 5 days. This is a short time in which to travel from 
the vagina to the cervix and finally to the fallopian tubes. Transferring the travels of 
a spermatozoon to a human scale, its journey would be equivalent to the distance 
between the earth and the moon!  
13 days (2 weeks)  - the tulip flower
The life span of flowers is very variable. The flower of the moonflower opens for 
barely 24 hours: it opens at nightfall and dies the following day. In contrast, the 
flowers of  the Phalaenopsis orchid remain in bloom for several months, even for 
over a year.
40 days - the worker bee
Amongst the social insects (bees, ants, termites, …), the lifespan of individuals 
varies with their status. A queen bee, for example, can live for up to five years while 
the worker bees live for only a few weeks. 
120 days (4 months) - red blood cell
Red blood cells transport oxygen from the lungs to cells in the body. In humans, 
they live for 120 days.  During this period, each one travels over 480 km and passes 
through the heart about 170,000 times, that is, once a minute.  
1 year - liver cell
Cells occurring in the human body have very different lifespans according to their 
type. The cells which line the intestinal wall renew themselves frequently and have 
a very short lifespan of around 5 days. Epidermis (skin) cells live for between 3 and 
4 weeks. Bone cells have a lifespan of about 10 years. As to neurones, they do not 
regenerate and thus can live for over 80 years.
3 years - male trapdoor spider
The males and females of this spider genus have very different lifespans. While the 
female may live up to 10 years, the male lives for only 2 or 3 years.  
9 years - owl
The life expectancy of birds is very variable. For example, a pigeon lives for about 5 
years, a tit for 12 years and an ostrich may live to be over 60 years old.
27 years - bear, wild pig, horse
Life expectancy of mammals is determined by respiratory rhythm. It seems that all 
mammals draw breath on average 200 million times during their lives. However, 
humans are the exception in that our life expectancy is three times greater than 
this rule would suggest.
80 years - humans
In Switzerland, life expectancy at birth is currently 79 years for men and 84 years for 
women.  In one century, life expectancy has increased by about 30 years.
240 years - cork oak
Of all living things, trees survive the longest easily reaching an age of several 
centuries. The oldest tree in Switzerland is a larch located in the Valais. It is estimated 
to be 1,500 years old
Very, very long-lived - the sun
If we make a great leap we arrive at the age of our sun: 8 billion years. In order to get 
an idea of the scale: if the lifespan of the sun was 100 years, that of humans would 
be only 30 seconds!
TIME SUSPENDED 
Does time always go by at the same speed ?
Since Einstein’s theory of relativity we know that as the speed of light is approached, 
time contracts
Thus, if an astronaut left her twin on the earth while she travelled by rocket into 
space she would return to find a sister older than herself … Of course, this expe-
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riment has never been conducted with humans. On the other hand, it has been 
shown that atomic clocks on aeroplanes which have flown at more than 800 km/
hour, slow by several fractions of a second in comparison with clocks on earth.
Does time always move in the same direction ?
Some events are irreversible.
For example, a lump of sugar which dissolves in a cup of coffee: impossible to go 
backwards, to recuperate the grains and reassemble them into a perfect cube. 
However, on a microscopic scale, the passage of time is not so clear-cut. If we film a 
moving particle, we cannot distinguish whether it is going forwards or backwards. 
We can thus project the film in either direction.
What time is it in your time zone ?
At the end of the 19th century, time was suddenly globalised. 
With the main aim of standardising transport timetables, the earth was divided 
into 24 time zones of 15 degrees each. All points within the same zone shared the 
same time, usually referred to as local time.The reference is that at the Greenwich 
Meridian in England. To the west of this meridian we lose one hour for each time 
zone, to the east we gain one hour.
What was there before time ?
According to the Big Bang theory accepted by most scientists, a gigantic explosion 
occurred about 14 billion years ago and gave birth to the universe. It is thought that 
everything began at that instant, including time. At CERN near Geneva, a particle 
accelerator, a kind of enormous time travel machine, is trying to recreate conditions 
similar to those which were found for a few very brief moments after the celebrated 
zero hour.
What time is it in your stomach ?
The rumbles in our stomach before lunchtime or the yawns we try to stifle at siesta 
time demonstrate that, like all living creatures, humans are equipped with various 
internal biological clocks which control certain activities.
Don’t try searching for springs and wheels hidden in your body. Biological clocks, 
often synchronised with external rhythms (seasons, day and night, etc.), involve a 
whole series of actors. Organs, brain, enzymes and hormones interact with each 
other to programme various physiological mechanisms.  
What day is it ?
The division of the earth into 24 time zones at the end of the 19th century (see What 
time is it in your time zone?) led to the establishment of the date line which crosses 
the Pacific “opposite” the Greenwich Meridian (the reference meridian). Whatever 
the time, crossing this line from west to east means moving to the previous day. 
Crossing from east to west, we move to the next day.  
What year is it?
Human societies have always used an event that is important to them to 
launch their calendars.  
Some have chosen the beginning of the reign of a pharaoh or an emperor, others 
the foundation of a city or the birth of a prophet. Even now, several systems cohabit. 
Thus the year 2008 for Christians (based on the date of the birth of Jesus Christ) is 
1429 in Moslem countries (from the date of the Hegira, the departure of several 
companions of the prophet Mahommed for Medina), 2551 in Buddhist countries 
(from the date of the wakening of Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism) 
or 5769 according to the Jewish religious calendar (from the date on which it is 
assumed that the world was created).
What time does the train for Bern leave ?
For a long period, time measured by the sun was sufficient for human needs. Each 
town had its own time based on the passage of the sun over the meridian of the 
location. The first railway timetables gave the local times. At Geneva railway station, 
three different times existed side by side: those of Paris, Berne and Geneva. This was 
a considerable headache causing confusion, missed trains and … collisions. It thus 
became essential to adopt a common time along a railway line. From 1848, all the 
Swiss cantons adopted the time of the capital, Bern. In 1892, the country adhered 
to the international system based on the time at Greenwich which serves as the 
reference for the 24 time zones crossing the earth (see What time is it in your time 
zone?)
What is your life expectancy ?
To put it bluntly, if you want to live for a long time it is better to be born in a rich 
industrialised country than in certain African countries.
Average life expectancy of humans at birth is very unequal. It varies from 83.52 
years in Andorra (a European Principality lying between France and Spain) to 32.23 
years in Swaziland, a small country in east Africa located in an enclave between 
South Africa and Mozambique). At the bottom of the world classification of life ex-
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pectancy by country, there are 12 other African countries which share the sad 
characteristic of being severely affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic.  
Why summer time ?
Each year during the night of the last Sunday in March, Switzerland and the whole 
of Europe put clocks forward by one hour to initiate summer time.
During the night of the last Sunday of October the ritual is repeated in the other 
direction allowing all of us to recuperate the hour of sleep we lost in the spring. 
Introduced into Europe in 1980 (and in Switzerland in 1981) after the first oil shock 
of 1973, summer time aims to reduce energy consumption by reducing the need 
for lighting in the evening. This measure is mainly applied in countries in temperate 
regions where variations in hours of daylight are significant.  
SAYINGS ON TIME
Match the sayings below with the corresponding time span.
Several of these are French expressions for which there is no sensible translation 
into English: there are some English ones below – perhaps you know some more?
As old as Methuselah  969 years 
Methuselah is famous for being the oldest person mentioned in the Bible. Genesis 
tells us that he lived for 969 years. So “as old as Methuselah” means nearly 1000 
years old.  
Ca fait une lune  29 days The time needed for the moon to make one circuit of our 
planet and to re-appear as a full moon.  Very easy to observe, this cycle was of 
course the basis for the calendars of many cultures.  
Ca fait un bail !   1 year 
The length of a rental agreement varies between different countries and periods. In 
Switzerland, it’s possible to choose. In general, however, an unlimited rental, which 
is usual for private housing, is tacitly extended each year for one year. Thus “ça fait 
un bail” is understood here as “one year ago”
Ca fait une paye !   1 month 
In Switzerland, employees are usually paid monthly. This was not always the case. 
Until the 1950s manufacturers often paid wages weekly. Nowadays, “ça fait une 
paye” means “that amounts to a whole month!”
Depuis des lustres   5 years 
In ancient Rome, the lustrum was the five-year interval between censuses. “Il y a des 
lustres” thus literally means several times 5 years ago.
Remettre aux calendes grecques never 
The calends were the first day of each month in the Roman calendar. This did not 
exist in the Greek calendar. So to leave an action until the “calendes grecques” 
means not to do it at all.
Some english sayings on time
Nick of time … 
The language experts are sure that nick here is the same word as that for a small cut 
or notch.Sometime round about the 1580s the phrase in the nick or in the very nick 
began to be used for the critical moment, the exact instant at which something has 
to take place. The idea seems to have been that a nick was a narrow and precise 
marker, so that if something was in the nick it was precisely where it should be.
In a jiffy…
Used in general parlance, the term means any unspecified short period of time, 
or a moment, and is often used in the sense of the time taken to complete a task, 
as in, «I’ll be done in a jiffy.» Records of the term date to 1785. Its ultimate origin is 
unknown, but it is believed to have been thieves’ cant for lightning. 
In electronics a jiffy is the time between alternating current power cycles (1/60 or 
1/50 of a second). In computing, a jiffy is the duration of one tick of the system timer 
interrupt in two ticks.  Typically, this time is 0.01 seconds. In physics (particularly in 
quantum physics and often in chemistry ), a jiffy is the time taken for light to travel 
the radius of an electron. so a jiffy is about 3 .10–24 seconds 
Once in a blue moon…
A very rare event. According to popular usage, a blue moon refers to the second full 
moon that occurs in any calendar month. On average, there will be 41 months that 
have two full moons in every century. By that calculation “once in a blue moon” 
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means once every two-and-a-half years. Also the “blue moon” expression itself is 
old and dates back to mediaeval England - a synonym for absurdity
Dawn of time.  
One origin is related to daisy, from Old English dæges eage,  meaning « day’s eye 
». This refers to the way the flower opens its petals in the morning and closes them 
at night.
IN THE MEANTIME …. 
What time is it ?  Estimate the time you have spent at the exhibition.
You have visited FROM TIME TO TIME for:
2 mins 
is the approximate time it takes for the heart to pump the blood around our body at 
rest. During intense physical activity, the time taken can be reduced by two-thirds
To visit the exhibition in 2 minutes, you would have had to run. In this case, your 
blood has not circulated once but probably nearly 2.5 times.  
8 min 
is the time taken by a photon (a light particle) to reach us from the sun. Thus the 
daylight you see now was emitted by our sun when you arrived at the exhibition.
10 min 4 sec 
is the world record for apnoea (holding breath) without moving established by 
the diver Stéphane Mifsud on 12 July 2007. This is a long time for a human but 
modest compared to our mammalian cousin the great sperm whale which can stay 
underwater for over 90 minutes and dive to over 2,500m.
14min 48sec 
is the lifespan of a neutron outside the atomic nucleus. This result was obtained 
in 2003 after 10 years of research by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (USA).
20 min
s the average age reached by a bacterium. Nevertheless, a team of researchers 
has recently succeeded in multiplying a line of Bacillus permians which has been 
encased in a crystal for 250 million years.  This discovery reinforces the hypothesis 
that these organisms would be able to carry out interstellar migrations.
24 min 
is the average time required for a radio wave to travel between Earth and Mars and 
return. So .. if you sent a message to someone on Mars when you arrived at the 
Museum, you will be receiving the reply now (assuming that your correspondent 
did not take too long to consider its response).
29 min 13sec 
is the length of time during which people living in Murmansk, Siberia (68o58’N-
33o08’E) will see the sun on 29 November 2008. After this day, they will have to wait 
until 12 January 2009 before seeing the day star again. On the other hand, the sun 
will not set from 21 May to 21 July 2009 in this most northerly of western European 
towns.
38 min 
is the record flight time achieved by Wilbur Wright over 39 km on 14 September 
1908 aboard Flyer III, the first operational aeroplane. In 100 years, the aeronautical 
industry has made some progress … 
1h 
is the maximum duration of a tornado. During this time, it can reach a diameter of 
over a kilometre and travel for over 100km. In rare cases, it may be re-born several 
times from the same storm centre.
1h12 
is the total duration of the compression stages for a diver who has stayed for 60 
minutes at 35m depth. In order to allow her organism to evacuate the nitrogen 
accumulated in her blood over one hour, the diver must stay for 22 minutes at 6 
metres depth and 50 minutes at 3 metres.
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1h40 
is the average time spent dreaming each night. Thus, during the last 24 hours, you 
have probably spent as much time dreaming as you have at this exhibition
1h43 
is the duration of the half-life of Neodymium 194, a radioactive element which is 
very rare in its natural state. During your visit, a piece of Neodymium 194 will have 
lost half of its radioactivity. The half-life of radioactive substances varies a great deal. 
Uranium 238 has a half-life of 4.5 billion years, approximately the age of our planet
1h48 
is the duration of the first manned space flight. On the 12 April 1961, Yuri Gagarin 
took off on board the VOSTOK 1. He reached an altitude of 327 km and landed 
safely after making one orbit of the earth. Thus, during your visit, the cosmonaut 
would have had the time to circle the earth once.   
2h45 
is the approximate time it takes for a locust to lay its eggs. During this time, the 
female spends 1h30min digging in the earth, 15 to 20 minutes laying over 1,000 
eggs and it takes 1h for her abdomen to contract. She is able to go through this 
process every 7 days. 
3h25 
is the length of time spent by Jacques-André Mallet and Jean-Louis Pictet, 
astronomers from Geneva, observing the transit of Venus on 3 June 1769 in Lapland. 
The transit occurs when Venus is perfectly aligned between the sun and the earth 
and thus appears as a shadow on the solar disc. This observation, combined with 
others, confirmed the distance between earth and sun.
4h 
is the average duration of the daily activity of a sloth. This nocturnal mammal of the 
Xenarthra order sleeps for 20 hours a day. So, if you were really slothful your visit to 
the exhibition would have taken up your whole active day.  But you are clearly not 
because you have given so much time to this one activity.  
